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WORKSHEET: OUR FIRST EARTH SCIENCE LESSONS 

FINAL TASK: Making a class project, a poster of different landscapes on the Earth, 

with special attention to the ones in Fuerteventura, by working in collaborative groups.  

1
st
 Activity: Read and understand the new concepts and words. 

2
nd

 Activity: Classify the landscapes and identify the landforms in the pictures, using 

the given information. 

3
rd

 Activity: Present the results orally to your classmates. 

4
th

 Activity: Put all the information together to make a class poster. 

GRAMMAR:    FUNCTION: 
a. It’s (a)…….   Describing landscapes. 

b. It has got ……   Asking and answering about natural places. 

c. There is/ are…….. 

d. On the right (of), on the left (of), next to, opposite, in the middle (of) 
 

INFORMATION: Types of landscape in the Earth 

Topography is the study of Earth's surface 

shape and features. 

Terrain, or land relief, is the vertical and 

horizontal dimension of land surface. 

Landscape comprises the visible features of an 

area of land. It includes: Physical elements. 

Living elements. Human elements. And 

Transitory elements 

 Icy landscapes of Polar Regions. 

 Mountainous landscapes. 

 Desert landscapes. 

 Islands and coastal landscapes. 

 Forested or wooded landscapes. 

 Agricultural landscapes. 

Types of Landforms  

Coastal and 

oceanic 

landforms: 

Erosion 

landforms 

Fluvial 

landforms 

Mountain 

and glacial 

landforms 

Slope 

landforms 

Volcanic 

landforms 
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Cape 

Cave 

Cliff 
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Lake 
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River 

Spring 
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Plain 
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Plain 
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and lava 

plain 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrestrial_ecoregion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polar_region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desert
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Island
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coast
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ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE LANDSCAPES AND LANDFORMS                  

sandy, pebbled, deserted,  dirty, crowded      - BEACH 

high, rocky, steep,   - CLIFFS 

high, snow-capped, green - MOUNTAINS 

rough, calm, - SEA 

barren – DESERT 

dark, blue, cloudy, - SKY 

small, long, round - COVE, BAY 

narrow, wide, - RIVER 

big, small – LAKE 

MISCELLANEOUS - dense, isolated, rocky, sandy, green, leafy, grassy,  

OPINION ADJECTIVES  –  

I like …………………….. landscapes because they make me feel………………… 

calm, relaxed, peaceful, happy, sad, cold, isolated, good. 

…………………………. landscapes are ……………………………… 

beautiful, amazing, incredible, fascinating, cold, sad. 

 

WRITING PLAN: My Favorite Landscape 

1. Di en qué lugar se encuentra y qué tipo de paisaje es. 

2. Describe el lugar, cómo es, qué cualidades tiene. Usa adjetivos para 

hacerlo más real. 

3. Da tu opinión y di por qué te gusta, cómo te hace sentir. 

4. Revisa lo que has escrito, pásalo a limpio y añádele una foto.  

5. Prepara una exposición oral para la clase. 

REMEMBER TO USE ALL THE MATERIAL YOU HAVE 
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Reading about landscapes: 

1. One of my favorite landscapes is in La Gomera. It is a forested 

landscape called Garagonay and it is a National Park. It has got many 

different types of evergreen trees and also a narrow stream, In the 

middle of the forest there is a small chapel. The air is always fresh and 

the smell is nice. I like this landscape because it makes me feel peaceful 

and good. Forested landscapes are generally fascinating. 

2. Fuerteventura has got beautiful mountainous landscapes. In Jandía there 

is a high mountain range. It has got many wide valleys and narrow 

ravines. There are some plants and you can also see goats and 

donkeys. I love the mountains of Fuerteventura because they make me 

feel small and isolated. Mountainous landscapes are amazing. 

3. One of my favorite landscapes is in Lanzarote. It is an agricultural 

landscape called la Geria. It is also a volcanic landscape with black 

volcanic fields and black lava plains. There are many vineyards 

cultivated and the people from the island make wine out of the grapes. I 

love this landscape because it makes me feel calm. It is like a moon 

landscape. Volcanic landscapes are incredible. 

Now you write about your favorite landscape, choosing one of the 

models and changing the underlined words to say what you want. 


